
THE DEFINITION
OF LUX•U•RY

is...
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BEING ABLE
TO GET FROM  

YOUR MANSION  
TO THE WATER 

BODIES IN
12 SECONDS
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Nothing says luxury like 14 kilometres of man-made shoreline 
just steps away from your home. Designed by Waterscapes, and 
executed by Crystal Lagoons™, a world leader in transforming 

developments into an island lifestyle. 

This unequalled concept is created with a patent technology 
that keeps the water looking crystal blue all year long. 

WATER BODIES
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GREENERY

With dedicated open spaces in a low density development 
within the heart of the city, District One ensures fresh living 

with parks, lawns, jogging trails, cycling tracks as well as 
landscaped walkways. It’s the perfect backdrop for luxury 

mansion living.
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WHEN AN 8.4KM 
CYCLE TRACK

MEANS YOU 
HAVEN'T LEFT 

YOUR GROUNDS
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The expansive cycling and running tracks that seamlessly
loop themselves around the development make staying fit

an adventure at District One. 

An exceptional and exclusive variety of the world’s
finest sports and recreational facilities are in your backyard.

CYCLING & 
RUNNING TRACKS
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UNIQUE LUXURY 
MANSIONS

When the world’s leading developers come together to create 
the region’s most opulent development, magic happens. 
Choose between one of eighteen exclusive Mansions that 
suit your style. From modern architecture with minimalist 

approach to a mediterranean style with European design, all 
our Mansions offer superb unrivaled luxury.



MEDITERRANEAN

Where harmony meets exclusivity
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WHEN YOUR CHILD’S 
PLAYROOM COMES WITH ITS 

OWN STRETCH OF BEACH

Make your next home one with a harmonious blend 
of East meets West in District One’s exclusive 

Mediterranean Mansions.

While some enjoy living in a traditional dream villa, you 
indulge reality when you live in these mansions, which 
capture cutting edge clean European interior design on 

the private backdrop of your very own serene beach.
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Front View
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Rear View
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Interior
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Interior
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Interior



The ultimate expression of modern living
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Sometimes less is more and nowhere is it truer than at the 
Contemporary Mansions at District One. Discover

simplicity in design and openness that exudes minimalism 
at its finest. 

From the seamlessly simple connections from indoor to 
outdoor as wellas the swathes of sliding glass doors, these 

Mansions are designed for the free spirited individual. 

Natural light fills the home from the floor to ceiling windows 
whilst the clean, natural material of the villa breathes life into 

the living area.

The Contemporary Mansion’s sleek finish and elegant interior 
is a testament that simplicity is sometimes the best answer. This 

design is for those who enjoy the simple things in life.

EXPRESS YOUR SENSE
OF REFINEMENT
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Front View
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Rear View
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Interior
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Interior
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Interior



MODERN ARABIC

Inspired by Arabic architectural traditions
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HAVING A TRADITIONAL 
MAJLIS BIG ENOUGH

TO HOST ALL YOUR FRIENDS 

Discover the rich traditional feel of luxury living
at District One's exclusive Modern Arabic Mansions.

An eclectic reflection of true Arabic culture, mixed 
with the delightful blend of functionality. The Modern 
Arabic Mansions are made for large families with plush 

quarters for all your family and friends as well as separate 
entrances for the guest Majlis.

Unlike the traditional design, the Modern Arabic 
Mansions are filled with traditional references and 

celebrate the storied Arabian past with architecture, art, 
and colours in the Mansion’s impressive layout.
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Front View
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Rear View
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Interior
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Interior
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Interior


